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1578
3650
Music Festival visitors

334
Labattendees

9/10 that visited Gather 2017

want to attend Gather 2018

9/10 would recommend a
Conference visitors

103

People worked
at Gather

friend or colleague to attend
Gather 2018

11% met their future love
68% made new business
87% felt part of some-thing
bigger than themselfs

93
Speakers

38

Press attendees

8 Box talks

10 Solution Labs

4 Podcasts

Night mayor
1 summit
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Countries outside Sweden:

Colombia

			

38 %

Netherlands 			

11 %

US 						 11 %
Germany					 9 %
Spain						 9 %
UK 						 8 %
Romania					 6 %
Australia 				 3 %
China						 2 %
Estonia					 2 %
Scotland 					 2 %
Other 					

2%
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DEMOGRAPHY:

Age:

Gender: *

Work responsibilities:

Business types:

67 >				

1%

Men				44 %

Founders			

20 %

Agencies			

22 %

57 - 67				

1%

Women				56 %

Managers			

14 %

Music				

15 %

47-57				

5%

CEO´s				

9%

Media				

13 %

37-47				 21 %

Chiefs				

8%

Students			

8%

27-37				 35 %

Directors			

8%

Tech 				

7%

24-27				 25 %

Designers			

7%

Education Institutions		

5%

18-24				 13 %

Artists				

6%

Event, Festival, Venues		

4%

Creatives			

6%

Design				

4%

Developers			

3%

Government		

4%

Marketing			

3%

Real Estate			

4%

NGO workers			

3%

Venture				

3%

Specialists			

3%

NGO				

3%

Strategiests			

2%

Architects			

2%

Students			

5%

Major corporations		

2%

Fashion				

2%

Economy			

1%

Start ups			

1%

*None of the asked identified themselfes
as something else than woman or man.
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»Though I came over from the USA to
speak at Gather Festival Night Mayor
Summit, I had an amazing experience
attending the other seminars at Gather
Festival. From the future of visual art
to the future of technology... Gather
proved the future is being developed
here and now...«
– V. Marc Fort, Marketing coordinator, Texas Music Office

The creativity from the labs trickled down to the conference.
With our five overarching themes, Democracy, Urban Planning,

Economy, Communication/Design and Human Vs. Machine, we
was born with the ambition to create a space for real dialogue, new

wanted to generate real dialogue, and through these guiding

stories and change. Throughout our journey, Gather has been centered

topics, the conference exceeded our expectations. It became truly

around three core values; question, collaborate and think different, and

transdisciplinary, each session echoing the next. Our keynote speaker

it has been nothing short of amazing to see these words take form and

LUCY MCRAE opened up our brains to worlds we have yet to see.

come to life. In a way, this started at the very beginning of our opening

She told us about doubt and failure as a creative force, which we would

SILVANA IMAM framed
the need for questioning, SIRQUS ALFON stunned everyone with
laser light, and BIKASH ACHARYA filled hundreds of people with

hear many more speakers bring up. In fact, finding ways to come closer

meditative energy for the festival to come.

permeated all the sessions, from Virtual Reality helping people with

ceremony, where Swedish rap superstar

This very first Gather comprised three main components; the

to our own humanity was a common theme throughout the conference.
Bodies, habits, trust, empathy, participation and involvement
PTSD to reconstructing the idea of citizenship, from really seeing how

conference, the music festival, and perhaps most importantly, the

our political systems work to building interactive public spaces in your

lab. We have seen challenges turn to possibilities for a number of big

neighbourhood, from giving people a voice through Minecraft, to

organisations in our Solution labs, as well as completely new ideas come

making the ordinary magical and always looking in different directions

to life through creativity and prototyping in the Motivation labs.

for both problems and solutions.
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Introduction

GAT H E R
GATHER MUSIC
FESTIVAL

GATHER
CONFERENCE

GATHER
LABS

Thursday night
@ Kägelbanan

Sessions
KEYNOTE
(2-3 /theme) SPEAKERS (3)

Friday night
@ Trädgården

Speakers
(2-3 /Session)

Saturday night
@ Nobelberget

The Box

PLAYGROUND

(Follow-up discussions
on most sessions)

Student labs, 2 days of creating
solutions to society’s challanges

SOLUTION LABS

MOTIVATION LABS

9 Innovation labs
open to all participants

2 days of prototyping ideas.
Closed for public
+ »GATHER IDEA OF THE YEAR«

This festival was not only about seeing the fantastic and utopian
in new technology or success stories. It was just as much about facing
the darkness and horror and dealing with it. It was about understanding
privilege and power, about finding visions in the details and of
questioning from within organisations and systems.
The fact that the thoughts and discussions of the conference in turn
amplified the creativity of the labs made Gather unique. We can see,
touch and use the core values that we set up and we used music and
visual experiences to bring it all together. As a follow-up on the session
around better ways to welcome and harbor refugees during the day,

OMAR SOULEYMAN of Syria transformed the same space to a
celebration of his country at night. And as a the ultimate manifestation
of our conference session on “Design Thinking”, PFADFINDEREI
performed with a #firstclassdigitalshit audiovisual show the same night.
It is our firm belief that these kinds of meetings between people,
genres, disciplines and research fields are more important than ever.
There is power in words, in dialogue, in failure and in play.
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»What we practice,
strengthens us«
– Lucy McRae

THE
CONFERENCE

Introduction
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The conference featured around 50 speakers from countries all over
the world. As with the labs, the conference presented both problems
and solutions, but also provided an important element of discovery.
The conference also provided the interdisciplinary framework that
permeated all of Gather, from setup and program to the labs and the
music festival.
It has been noted that, although impressive, the conference
program was an intense experience in which a full comprehension of all
of its parts was impossible. This is by design, not coincidence. No topic
in any talk, session, lecture or lab is easy to explain, dismantle, evolve, or
improve upon. These are no easy times, so easy solutions will be few and
far between.
This was partly resolved by providing Boxes, a conversational

THEMES

space where each session could be further discussed and ventilated

THE FIVE THEMES OF GATHER 2017 –

with the guidance of moderators.

Democracy, Economy, Human vs Machine, Urban Development
and Communication/Design – have worked as guidelines

»In a conference landscape
that’s diluted by strict company
or product presentations, The
Gather Conference has the
quite unique mix of edge and
relevance. If you’re looking to be
inspired and provoked - Gather is
your go-to conference.«
- Oskar Axhede, Gather speaker, co-founder and Chief Evangelist at
Zound Industries

throughout the journey, from inception to execution. The themes
have also, in a quite practical sense, helped build a conference
program where each session was influenced by its theme, giving
the session context and start-off points and made each session
easily identifiable.
The themes also pointed to their clear inter-relation
and dependence on each other. This interdependence in
fact became a topic of its own throughout the conference
and something that many of the speakers brought up. To
exemplify: future economical solutions means new design
solutions, connected human bodies means a change in urban
development, redefining democracy means questioning existing
financial structures. Thus, an organic circle of ideas connected
the themes, and in turn inspired new ideas.
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RECCURRING AND OVERLAPPING
TOPICS DISCUSSED DURING THE
CONFERENCE

A buzzword at the conference, no doubt. Hacktivist Tatiana Bazzichelli,

Despite the broad spectrum of the themes, a number of common issues

within, infiltrating systems rather than attacking them up-front?

and angles can be identified among the speakers. These aspects might

In a different session, and under a different theme, software designer

seem banal, but become important when looked at from a bird’s-eye

Leah Reich echoed Tatiana Bazzichelli with: “We need structure and

view.

bureaucracy in order to avoid the fascists from taking over”. Thus, in

DISRUPTION
is determined to disrupt opposition and anti-fascism. What if there are
different, more dynamic ways of protesting? How can we change from

political opposition/activism as well as in design thinking, this disruptive

WINTER IS COMING
The memorable Game of Thrones quote “Winter is coming” was refe-

power exists and invites change.
Journalist Gerard Ryle also noted that we are in the middle of dis-

renced by both Estonian CIO Taavi Kotka as well as journalist Gerard

ruption. Intermedia collaboration therefore is key, and like Bazzichelli,

Ryle and illustrates the horrors and challenges we face, from terrorism

one has to learn the system in order to change it.

to climate change. Basically everything that was discussed at the

Going full circle, Oscar Axhede of Zound Industries also noted the At-

conference has evolved over the last 50 years, more rapidly in the last

tention Economy’s and software designers’ drive to keep us glued to our

decade, and at an extraordinary rate in the last few years.

screens – time that could be spent daydreaming, or, perhaps, disrupting? Oscar Axhede states: ”It’s easier to fool someone than convince

EXPERIMENTATION AND FAILURE
At Gather, ideas of success, profit and perfection were set aside. The

them they are being fooled”. By understanding the system, we can also
disrupt it.

interdisciplinary, liquid and multi-layered setup of Gather instead lends
creative process as full of disappointment and risk. Dr. Kate Stone simi-

PARTICIPATION, COLLABORATION AND
CO-CREATION

larly wished to work towards the magical and unexpected and Jonas

With collaboration being one of Gather’s core values, participation

Lidman of Pond made a strong case for the need of prototyping (and

might sound like an obvious outcome. However, with participation

compared that to Gather itself).

comes important matters of inclusion, a significant if not always high-

itself to experimentation and doubt. Keynote Lucy McRae presented her

At the other side of the spectrum, architect Indy Johar argued
for ”The Boring Revolution”, in which we face structural crises, and the

lighted issue.
Johan Karlsson of Better Shelter pointed out the actual racism and

solutions are in the boring stuff that we don’t like to talk about, like what

the prevalence of a tiresome Not In My Backyard-attitude in almost all

governance looks like in the 21st century. Artist Daniel Rourke turned to

countries Better Shelters have worked in.

horror, failure and weirdness for a new and constructive debate. In this

Making Waves noted a similar problem of exclusion in design, sta-

way, several speakers made us aware that we sometimes need to look

ting that women and women’s needs are still not considered important

for real change in the least likely of places.

in product development. Meanwhile, Block By Block’s whole business
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idea is reaching out to young people to figure out what’s good, what’s
needed, and most importantly what’s next in their homes and day-today lives.
The Nordic Night Mayor summit similarly pointed to vital collective
collaboration for solutions to challenges facing the city of the night
in terms of inclusiveness, safety and much more. Salome Asega went
even further in questioning her own prior arguments for who design and

Themes - Democracy
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GATHER THEMES:

DEMOCRACY

future stories are made for by stating that “maybe it’s not ‘us vs them’
but rather a way to bridge gaps to fortify something better and united
together”.
In conclusion, participation in content and in practice is a complex
issue that became a self-reflective discussion at the conference.

»Gather was a place for us to once
again realize the potential and
power of building together.
After these days, we were more
motivated and inspired than ever
to create more contexts for young
creators to gather around.«
- Jasmin Rastegar (Gärigheter)

Democracy in many ways means being informed, but as post-truth
and fake news have become commonplace, there is a new need for
a Democracy 2.0. In light of this, journalism and media have perhaps
never been of greater importance. From PANAMA

PAPERS to

online trolls, Gather questioned who’s really calling the shots when it
comes to the public’s welfare.
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DEMOCRACY SESSIONS:
DISRUPTION & SPECULATION
This session dealt with pushing the boundaries - hacktivism, disruption
and art in contemporary digital culture. It questioned how far things
can go, and how far they might need to be pushed. From afrofuturism
and posthumanism to art as critique, this session focused on the fringes
of our minds.

DIGITAL HUMAN RIGHTS
In a contemporary Western culture of post-truth, this session focused on
re-imagining our basic democratic definitions and concepts.

THE NEXT JOURNALISM
In an era of the era of fake news, late capitalism and social change, this
session dealt with contemporary media and journalistic issues, from the
transnational co-operation of the Panama Papers to online trolling.
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GATHER THEMES:
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HUMAN VS. MACHINE SESSIONS:
DISRUPTION & SPECULATION
We are now entering an exciting, unprecedented time in technology –
with the pace of change and innovation continuing to accelerate. Technology will continue to transform the way we work and live, raising many
questions about both opportunities and challenges. Here, the potential
applications of AI were explored and debated. Where do we draw the
lines between biology and technology? And how is the IT landscape
changing?
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THE INTERNET OF THINGS AND HUMANS
As both humans and things are connecting to the cloud and each other,
The next technological frontier is the merging of human and machine

we have to wonder; what will a fully connected society be like? How

and it is happening now. This theme explored the tension between

do we build new, truly valuable businesses on the data that is being

nature and technology and discuss both the potential rewards we might

collected and shared? And what can we as individuals do to get ahead

gain and the risks we face.

of the curve?
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ECONOMY SESSIONS:
ALGORITHMIC BUSINESS
New digital and automated transactions and businesses are rapidly
changing the world. This session explored the hot topic of blockchain
and questioned what this “distributed ledger technology” really is and
why is it so revolutionary. And what could be learned from progressive
fintech startups and Asian pioneers such as Alibaba?
This session brought up not only new economic systems, but involved the world beyond Europe and The States. What is happening in the
new super powers of the world and how will it affect us?

BUILDING A CARING ECONOMY
If we bring Caring and the Economy together, what would our lives and
our world look like? A new movement is presenting an economic system
in which genuine caring for people and nature is the top priority.

Mobile payments, alternative currencies and new digital assets are
giving banks a run for their money. Parallel to this, a new type of economy is growing rapidly through the merging of technical development,
research, and value-driven entrepreneurs wanting to make good as
well as earn money. As we are facing major automatization of work and
seeing the health of the planet steadily decline, the future of finance is
more exciting, and more pressing than ever.
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT SESSIONS:
THE SWEDISH MODEL
In Sweden today, about 85% of the population in towns and cities, and
the mission to develop sustainable urban development platforms has
long been a key state priority. But how does Sweden brand itself in
innovative urban development internationally? How does Stockholm
interact with national urban planning?

BIG DATA & SMART CITIES
What does life look like for someone living in a super-connected city
surveilled by cameras and sensors everywhere? What services do we
expect to get for the price of our privacy and who is responsible to
deliver them?
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The world’s population is increasingly urban with an estimated 70% living in city areas by 2050. This means that we need to rediscover what it
means to live together, to collectively define our public spaces, and find

CRITICAL URBAN SPACES

sustainable solutions to everything from energy and infrastructure to

In times of segregation, what does a just and open urban space look

design and technology. Managing urban areas has become one of the

like? How do we democratize our cities? This session provided a new

most important development challenges of the 21st century.

architecture for conversations.
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COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN
SESSIONS:
VIRTUAL PURPOSE
Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) technologies have gotten a lot of attention within the past few years in everything from tourism
to games. The recent success of Pokemon Go showed that smartphone
users are ready and willing to adopt augmented reality. But beyond
entertainment, what will we use VR for in the future?
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User experiences like Virtual Reality that seemed like science fiction just
a few decades ago is now at our fingertips. But designing for VR should

DESIGN THINKING

not mean just transferring 2D practices to 3D, but finding a new para-

Today, ideas and design have started to overlap and interact. Design is

digm, because it also means exploring human perception and environ-

not just an end product, but a way to work and create. The speakers of

ment. The Communication theme of the festival debated whether the

this session delve into the importance of the actual medium and in the

medium really is the message.

meaning of design as a strategy.

THE
CONFERENCE

Nordic Night Mayor Summit

NORDIC
NIGHT MAYOR
SUMMIT
The Nordic Night Mayor Summit at Gather festival focused
on topics important for de social and cultural structures
that surrounds the nightlife community. Creative and
cultural spaces in the city and in rural areas, the value
that nightlife brings to the city from a social, cultural and
economic perspective, the future of music within the focus
area of female representation in music, entrepreneurship,
sexism on the dance floor and safety for women in nightlife
and government policies for talent development and
creative industry - how to incubate your local scene. In
total 120 people joined the for Nighttime focussed sessions.
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1. THE IMPORTANCE OF SISTERHOOD

6. TOP DOWN BOTTOM UP

in the mind set of programming and event

Top down and bottom up structures should

execution of clubs and festivals. Focus on

be in place to make sure a nightlife or-

changing the decision makers in Nightlife to

ganization can be effective in it’s work to

a more equal presence and thereby change

influence decision making.

the agenda to a more equal and including
Nightlife.

7. SHARED RESPONSIBILITY
When the current nightlife legislation

2. THE OVERLOOKING OF A GLOBAL APPROVED

doesn’t fit the needs of the patron/par-

POLICY OF SECURITY AND SAFETY STAFF.

ty goers there is a shared responsibility

Together with the participants and delegates

between operators and the city that city

do research in major cities on what the status

residents are not pushed into illegal and

is at the moment per city. Then look at the

unsafe spaces.

insights and therefore take the next step to
create more awareness around this topic. To
eventually follow through to the next steps.

3. SERVICE PEOPLE WITH FACTS INSTEAD OF
EMOTIONS. Fear based and emotional decision making leads to unreliable actions from
the authorities.

PROCESS, PARTICIPANTS, STRATEGY
The major approach of the session was to get people in the right vibe by

4. INVEST IN THE QUALITY of your nightlifes of-

inspiring the participants to look at the city from a bottom up perspec-

fering not in furniture of the establishments.

tive to empower underground communities and acknowledgement the

Bigger stages for artists to perform and less

impact of what subculture has on a city. The following brakeout sessions

VIP tables. Engaged crowd will behave and

in smaller groups of 20 people where to insure that everybody felt safe

act better in public space around the venues.

Keynote by:
Mirik Milan, Night Mayor Amsterdam
Creative and cultural space
Lutz Leichsenring / Creative Footprint / Club
Commission Berlin
Dimitri Hegeman / Happy Locals / Tresor Berlin
/ Berlin Detroit Connection
Moderator: Ella Overkleeft
Government policies
Marc Fort / Texas Music Office
Naima Bouchtaoui / City of Amsterdam Art
Factories / Cultural incubator
Moderator: Mirik Milan

to join the conversation and speak out of their own experiences. The
participants came from all layers of society. There were policy makers,

5. DARE TO FAIL, KICK START INNOVATION.

nightlife operators, music journalists, city planners, dj’s, students, rave

Night is a place for non regulated area’s,

party promoters, music industry and Night Mayors.

there must be room for the unexpected.

The future of music industry
Ellen Kvarby / Sony Music
Olga Zegers / former ID&T / SFX
Moderator: Evyn Redar / Gärigheter

THE
CONFERENCE
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The Boxes
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The idea of the boxes was to serve as an extension of each session
and its speakers. For both speakers and audience, the boxes

THE BOXES

provided a chance to continue the conversation, ask more questions
or develop the ideas presented in the talks.

Here are but two examples of the many Box discussions:

PPORK DORK FEAT. CHERYL AKNER-KOLER DISCUSSING
LUCY MCRAE’S KEYNOTE SPEECH.

»What we did embodied and
visualized both the talk and
our discussion. I will never
forget it. It was like a physical
experience.«
(Box participant).

This box was a type of “show and tell”, where the participants used
crafts of binding flies for fly-fishing (!) and were encouraged to
use metaphors to discuss topics of ethical dilemmas connected to
modifying one’s body and of norms in innovation.

HYBRID FOREST DISCUSSING THE VIRTUAL PURPOSE SESSION
How can Virtual Reality experiences generated by our bodies
help us understand ourselves better? About 10 people, positioned
in a circle, discussed the importance of science in developing a
technology like this, safe space, different ways of measuring bodily
functions and the strong impact and effects VR have on people in
general, that is to say the risk for people to misuse VR.

»I’m not used to
thinking this much«
»I didn’t think I’d get
this exhausted of just
sit-think-talk«

THE
LAB

THE LAB - introduction
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The Lab has in many ways been the beating heart of Gather Festival.
Although physically separated from the music and the conference,
tucked away in a different building (an actual old laboratory), the
experimentation and exploration inside the lab building permeated the
rest of the festival. Here, ideas came to life and challenges found their
solutions.

Solution LAB
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SOLUTION LAB
The Gather Solution LAB focused on companies and organizations
addressing a problem or a challenge to create a real solution, using
a variety of innovation processes and with the expertise of a number

Gather Festival 2017 featured three different kinds of labs:

SOLUTION LABS, MOTIVATION LABS and GATHER
PLAYGROUND.

of innovation partners. The labs turned out to be a fantastic seminar
form and as an added bonus, many participants in our evaluation kept
referring to the lunches of the labs and how they facilitated a perfect
informal arena so vital to Gather as a whole.
ACCENTURE/FJORD W. FRYSHUSET – RAPID INNOVATION AND LIQUID

See the full video from the lab:

STUDIO IMMERSION
Together with Fryshuset, Fjord and Liquid Studio focused on the chal-

https://vimeo.com/236889161

lenge statement:
»How can Fryshuset use voice recognition services to create a better
dialog with youngsters?«

»Our Gather collaboration
resulted in unexpected insights
and forged new relationships.
We’ve used this experience as a
springboard for revamping the
way our organization perceives
and pursues the issues it works
with. It turned everything on its
head.«
Billy McCormac (CEO, Fastighetsägarna Stockholm)

In the morning, Fjord worked with their Rapid Innovation method and
that resulted in three different ideas which Liquid Studio gave to life
during the afternoon with the voice recognition device Alexa.
The focus was to bring together a variety of ideas and ways of communicating them in order for knowledge to really be shared and used.

AKADEMISKA HUS – BUILDING A SPACE FOR LEARNING
To make sure that Sweden remains a knowledge nation in the future we
have to look at the ever-changing climate of education and ask some
relevant questions. What role should our campus play as a meeting place for people from different parts of society?
Facilitated by Another Tomorrow, this lab was an interdisciplinary
innovation sprint exploring the future of university campuses. The lab
resulted in hundreds of ideas and 4 prototype videos to be further tested
and developed by Akademiska Hus.

THE
LAB

Solution LAB
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ATRIUM LJUNGBERG – URBAN FOREST

The participants came from different companies with various sizes and

Hosted by Atrium Ljungberg and facilitated by innovation agency

the session was all about to get their perspectives on what Skatteverket

Exponential, the lab focused on the co-creation of the future city at

needs to solve and what to prioritize.

Nobelberget. Atrium Ljungberg’s lab also provided another important

The session gave Skatteverket the opportunity to gain crucialinsights

insight for the festival as a whole – that flexibility, innovation and space

from their customers and turn these findings into actionable directions

are co-dependent. The Urban Forest lab focused on the future of the

in the form of a top list with priorities.

actual physical space where Gather was held, Nobelberget, and its
future. One participant of the Urban Forest lab states:
»I sat with three people I’ve never met from three different countries
and brainstormed around a theme about what’s important in life, what
we need in a city, what play is, and what’s fun. Maybe this is something
to be developed further for future Gather Festivals? How do we

SVERIGES RADIO – YOUNG PEOPLE AND THE 2018 ELECTION

build the best informal arena for spontaneous meetings and relaxed

In recent years, there has been a disturbingly low voter turnout amongst

discussion on top-level and important topics.«

young people in disadvantaged socioeconomic neighborhoods around
Sweden. Swedish National Radio hosted a lab with the challenge to
develop ideas and ways to increase young people’s interest in politics
for the upcoming 2018 election. The process started couple of weeks be-

SKATTEVERKET – WHAT’S STOPPING SKATTEVERKET?

fore the lab with process leaders from Orten.io and Demokratiagenten

In order to perform its mission, Skatteverket needs to understand the

reached out to the target groups and collected data.

problems and difficulties in its customer relationships. That’s why they

During the two-hour sprint a short lecture was done by one of the

invited visitors from Gather festival to join them for a day of discovery.

process leaders regarding how media can alienate through communi-

What are the most important problems to focus on? What needs aren’t

cation and how to create a more inclusive communication. We then di-

being fulfilled today? And what future needs should Skatteverket

vided the audience into four larger groups with a process leader in each

anticipate? They want to create the optimal Skatteverket experience

group. We needed to identify the gap between Swedish Public Radio

and needed help to do so.

findings and the target group real concerns. Results from the discussion
showed that the target group lacked trust in Public service and media,

During the two-hour Discovery sprint, led by experienced process
leaders from Another Tomorrow, Skatteverket explored ways of

did not feel represented nor included in the narrative.
The result was a Do It Yourself-podcast tool, with an easy to use

improving the customer experience for small and medium-sized

interface and drag and drop modules for users to create content from

companies in relation with Skatteverket. In order to discover »what

the archive of Swedish Radio. The aim of the concept was not only to

needs to be done« and identify the “pains and gains” needed to make

produce podcasts, but to then share them with friends and in this way

that happen, they worked together with actual customers.

invite them into a political conversation.

THE
LAB

Solution LAB
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SWEDISH INSTITUTE – NIGHTTIME ECONOMY
Through unconventional one-on-one dialogues and
philosophical references to mankind’s relation to
time, this lab strived to change the norms associated
with daytime and nighttime. By then following up
with facts, challenges and opportunities facing the
nighttime economy, the group created actionable
statements for a thriving nighttime culture collected
in a manifesto. Statements included “Make it
participatory”, “Encourage multiplicity” and “Nurture
conflicting needs”.

SWEDISH INSTITUTE – THE FUTURE OF SUSTAINABLE
FASHION
The aim for this lab was to have an informed
conversation about the future of sustainable fashion.
By presenting trends and innovation in fashion and
combining this with a prototype session as well as
a collective metalogue about its implications, new
questions arose about what kind of future that can
be imagined. The result of the lab was not only an
open conversation about the possible futures for
sustainable fashion, but also the new relationships
created across sectors, cultures and nationalities.

VR SCI GROUP – VIRTUAL REALITY+
The purpose of this lab was to explore and generate
ideas about how VR could be applied across the
five fields of science, music, data, architecture,
and nature and to explore how these ideas could
connect with Gather Festival. Individually, with
a mentor, and later in groups, the participants
created virtual concepts for each field. For example,
VR+ Architecture Lab’s team designed an idea of
democratical city architecture where every citizen has
an opportunity virtually design the object or building
for Stockholm city. VR+ Music Lab’s team worked on
the idea of traveling in the memory with music by
creating triggers between songs, events, and people.

»Gather as a cross disciplinary
platform has given us possibilities
to explore different and new angels within our fields of work. It has
been deeply inspiring to work with
Gather and their whole staff.«
- Anna Swedmark Westin ( The Swedish Institute)

THE
LAB
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FASTIGHETSÄGARNA – THE PROGRAMMABLE CITY
On the opening day of Gather 2017, Fastighetsägarna Stockholm met
together with a number of property owners to define the challenges
cities are facing and to focus on how the industry can jointly meet them.
This was done in the framework of an 24h Innovation Race® facilitated
by Innovation Plant. The goal was to find a common issue where
competitors can work together for innovation.
There was strong consensus that, in order for the community-building
sector to be contemporary, both industry and the municipal sector
should do their homework and renew themselves to meet new demands
and wishes. The result of the innovation race became a ”manifest” in
four points.
The programmable city, where the community building places people at
the center, thus giving the city and real estate owners the same goals.

Solution LAB
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»For us, Gather was a great way to access
small business owners and learn more about
their needs and what they perceive as
problems in the interaction with the Swedish
Tax Agency today. It gave us valuable insights
to work on.
Gather was interesting as an arena. The
format was new to us and it stands out from
the usual conferences we usually attend. Our
participation gave both inspiration and insight.
We are coming back.«
Mattias Langeström, (The Swedish Tax agency)

1. Meet the human, every day
The varying way people settles, live and work, are increasingly
rapidly between individuals and over time. Increasing demands and
expectations are made to meet the individual needs and wishes. The
world around is changing and a city’s offer in terms of real estate and
features should reflect upon this at all time. The human being will always
seek effective solutions and develop systems. As a community builder,
we must meet people to understand there needs, satisfy them and
together create the desired city.
2. Common Vision for the Good City
Municipalities and property owners can with closer collaboration
ensure that goals set upon peoples needs are achieved. Booth industry
and municipality share a quest for the good, sustainable and vibrant
city. The real estate industry has many challenges and a will to change.
For example, new business models need to be developed to ensure longterm sustainable urban construction. The industry can also develop
its cooperation on common goals. Challenges for municipalities
include creating solid and long-term policys but also to have an
even more responsive approach in their plans and programs. With a
common vision there are all possibilities to accelerate and optimize the
development of the good city.

3. Current urban development
The vibrating city is based on the presence and active view of
development. It is important to depart from traditional reactive
patterns with potentially long cycles to act actively and quickly
with in the presence. This allows improvements and upgrades to
be made continuously as needs and condition of change arise. It
is also important in pilots and projects to dare to test new ideas, to
learn, renew and improve urban development processes. Constant
development and renewal is the city’s signature and it is the people who
live there who create it.
4 ”The Programmable City”
In the ambition of meeting people every day based on common visions
from private and public actors, as well as urban development that
is not reactive, current and present, there is a great demand for a
city’s ability to continuously develop its functions and services. We
have chosen to use the ”Programmable City” analogue, where we
compare the city’s system with an operating system and its features
and services as applications, or apps. Where the city and its real estate
serve as platforms for distributing various added value. Both the city
and its functions are developed and upgraded to meet the changing
needs, from momentary to individual level to long-term social and
environmental goals.

THE
LAB
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MOTIVATION
LAB

The Motivation Lab is where ideas becomes innovations. The objective
is to help entrepreneurs and idea-driven people to take their first steps
towards making their idea become reality. The Gather Motivation
LAB is a joint initiative together with partners of Gather, Adobe, EQT
Ventures and FundedByMe.

MOTIVATION LAB 2017
In the spring of 2017, Gather opened up the site for applications and
we were humbled by the overwhelming interest and the quality of the
work submitted. A jury selected 11 of the most innovative and interesting
ideas to be part of the Gather Motivation LAB 2017.
The selected ideas ranged from social initiatives solving local or global
issues to business ideas with growth possibilities to take over the world.
The chosen participants got help to prototype, break down an action
plan and to pitch their ideas to a jury of venture capitalists and social
visionaries. Lastly, the jury also selected the Gather Idea of The Year. All
visitors to Gather Festival were welcome to a ”pitch day” to experience
the output of the Motivation Lab first hand.

»It has been an incredibly awesome
experience to put the Adobe’s creative
toolbox and innovation processes
into the hands of new entrepreneurs
and seeing how their ideas have gone
from clarity to clarity in the Gather
Motivation LAB. I do not hesitate that,
along with Gather the Motivation Labs
has helped all participants to create
value and innovation that will change
our world in short.«
- Anna Rose (Marketing Manager, Adobe Sweden

THE
LAB
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GATHER IDEA OF THE YEAR
What were your expectations going into Gather
Motivation Lab?
To be challenged and to grow, and to meet awesome smart
people.

Can you tell us something about the other projects and
why you think your pitch won?
I really liked the variety of the ideas. They covered completely
different areas; sustainability, gaming, fashion, dating and female
genital problems. It was super exciting to take part of all this,
because they were all important and interesting in so many different
ways! I think Hoorsy won because we solve a very clear problem,
and in that, there is potential for scalability. It’s innovative within its
particular field and it makes equestrian sports accessible to more
people. I also think the actual pitch went quite well, I managed to
convey what we wanted in an engaging way.

Can you tell us something about the experience of the labs
as a whole? What did you do all day? How did it feel?
Do you have any special memories?
The whole experience was exciting, sometimes confusing,
challenging, fun and spurred development. We layered quick
exercises, like 30 second pitches in front of 11 other people, to longer,
actual labs where we could develop our ideas. For those who didn’t
have a prototype the goal was to make one in that very brief amount
of time.
After a full Saturday of pitches and presentations the jury selected

JENNY STRÅHLE and »Hoorsy« as the very first Gather Idea

Did you get an overall feel for Gather?

of the Year. This digital training arena simplifies everyday life for

I can sum it up in three words: innovative, brave and full of love. I

equestrians and makes (expensive) equestrian sports more accessible.

really hope Gather continues!

THE
LAB
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PLAYGROUND
In the Gather Playground, students from Berghs School of
Communication, Hyper Island, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
School of Economics, Medieinstitutet, Stockholm University, Xenter
Botkyrka and Idun Lovén art school, collaborated in mixed teams to
come up with solutions to some of society’s biggest challenges using
Design Thinking. They were given big challenges, such as »How might
we create less segregated and more compassionate societies, in
radically new ways?« or »How might we inspire and enable people to
engage in politics and to become active contributors?«
The ideas and solutions evolved over 48 hours and took physical
shape on the third day in the Playground Exhibition where the prototypes became interactive art installations. The Playground was led by the
digital consultant Lina Enqvist from Templet, and the students got creative support from artist Malou Bergman. The groups also had the opportunity to bounce their ideas with a number of creatives and strategists
from communication agencies and the urban development industry.

THE
LAB

Playground
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A FEW
EXAMPLES OF THE
PLAYGROUND LABS:

Playground

FUTURE BOMB
NEED / PROBLEM
Well-being is often a social
problem. Fighting loneliness is important to increase
well-being in our society today.
Technology has made us more
individualistic, and we want to
use technology to bring people
together and make people
more understanding.
CHALLENGE
How might we apply technology to our senses in order to
increase people’s belonging
and empathy?

THE VIRTUAL EMPATHY SPACE
NEED / PROBLEM
Technology, such as VR, is often
isolating as a medium. Also,
software today is often created
without empathy in mind. There
is a need for more collective
experiences, in opposition
to the current individualistic
virtual spaces, that promote
empathy.
CHALLENGE
How might we use VR/AR in a
collective way and make humans more emphatic?

SOLUTION / IDEA
A virtual empathy space to
create consciousness about
the need and importance of
empathy. You enter the empathy space (through VR) to
share your bubble or respond
to people’s bubbles. A bubble
is a virtual You and can contain
stories, feelings, and needs.
.
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SOLUTION / IDEA
We want to use to technology
to make people feel. Feel with
their different senses and but
also be able to store those
sensations. The future bomb is
a chip in your body that allows
you to feel and re-experience
sensory sensations, such as
someone’s touch and voice.
The future bomb allows people
to feel and store these sensory
experiences and audio memories/sensations, and to replay
them at any time.

SPEAKING FLUIDLY
NEED / PROBLEM
We have focused on two different problem areas. One, it
is hard to communicate with
others, and especially if there
are language barriers. Refugees and newly immigrated
people are two groups affected by this. Secondly, it is hard
for elderly to meet people and
they often feel isolated.

CHALLENGE
How can we empower excluded people to include themselves in society?
SOLUTION / IDEA
The solution to the first problem is a liquid that is added
to water and that will make people understand each other, by
breaking the language barrier.
The solution to the second
problem is a live hologram
that allows you to interact with
people who are not physically
there.

MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Artist in picture:
Amanda Bergman
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MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Introduction - Music Festival
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The music and arts festival ties all of Gather together. It puts a distinct

The final day and night of the Saturday in itself demonstrated a full

sensibility on each of the festival days – from the intimate live setting

culture and music experience, running from the soft tones of ishi

on Thursday to the fantastic DJ lineup and club vibe on Friday, to the

vu, Parallax Deep and Superpitcher in the afternoon,
to the explosion that was Omar Souleyman, and later,
Lady Leshurr, Stefflon Don, Pfadfinderei and

impressive final on Saturday at Nobelberget.
With conference program sessions such as The Nordic

Night

Mayor Summit and musicians on stage together with speakers

much, much more.

(like Dr Kate Stone with Be Charlotte or creative agency Snask with the

Integrating the music and arts even more with the conference and the

band Väg) further illustrated the way Gather wishes to integrate the

Lab will be a priority for Gather Festivals to come. The synergies of the

conference, the Lab and the arts.

three components put together is what makes Gather unique.

MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Artist in picture:
Busu
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MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Venue:
Trädgården
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MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Artists in picture:
Lash
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MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Artist in picture:
Fatima Al Qadiri
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MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Venue:
Trädgården
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MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Artists in picture:
Gidge
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MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Artist in picture:
Omar Souleyman
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MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Artist in picture:
Pfadfinderei
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Artists in picture:
NBDY club
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MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Artist in picture:
Lady Leshurr
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MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Venue:
Nobelberget
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END NOTES
The first Gather exceeded all expectations. By embracing dialogue and
even disagreement in everything from planning sessions with speakers
to difficult problem-solving in the labs, Gather embraced openness, a
concept Gather has valued highly throughout its journey. By trying out a
number of ways to meet and collaborate, Gather #1 laid the groundwork
for years to come, where flexibility and open-ended results will always
be preferred to streamlined minimalism. Gather is well on its way to
becoming the ultimate beehive of co-creation and solutions.

			See you 2018!

